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A behind-the-scenes look at the lives of Their Royal Highnesses, The Prince and Princess of Wales,

with over 200 color photographs, exclusive to this book.

In 1986 when this hard cover book was released it was an exciting development in the Royal

watchers world. The Prince and the Princess both co-operated with the book and so it is filled with

many informal photos of their life taken by Tim Graham. For photographer Graham this was a once

in lifetime chance to work up close and personal with both Charles and Diana behind the scenes.

The resulting photos were considered the most personal taken of the royal family at the time,

because up until then so much of what we saw of the Royal couple was from their official world. To

see the Princess in casual clothes perched on the edge of a an airline seat chatting to staff mid flight

was not the sort of stuff the public ever saw. Photos include the Princess on the floor surrounded by

material swabs and designs as she discusses wardrobe with royal designers, Prince Charles

pottering in the garden and Harry and Wills (aged 2 and 4) playing soldiers in the royal backyard.

This volume is beautiful presented and contains hundreds of colour photographs of exceptional

quality, many that were reproduced over the years in other books and magazines (and many that

were not). Although 'fairytaled up' for the royal loving public, its still a delightful reminder of what a



great team Charles and Diana were when they put their mind to it. At the time none of the royal

watchers had any real idea of the dark truth lurking in the background and in actual fact this book

and accompanying documentary were made by the Royal machine at a time to quash rumour and

innudeno that was slowly starting to bubble in the popular press... they were succesful in deflating

interest for a time only for it to resurface 6 years later with the Morton book.

I totally enjoyed this book. It shared a part of the Prince and Princess' life together that was

wonderful and what you would hope for a royal family. It was enjoyable because it covers the early

years of their marriage with their young family and allows you to remember this special time rather

than the sad years that come later in life. It is the only picture book I have seen of their family with

behind the scenes photos of their private life. Highly recommend, especially if you are a Princess

Diana fan.

This is a beautiful full color picture book that gives many pages of respectable information that

focuses on Diana, Charles and their two precious children, when they were small.It covers Diana

and Charles' activities, hobbies, trips, adventures, and their life being the parents of William and

Harry when they were small.I bought this book in 1987, and it has held up beautifully. You can see

Diana coming into her own, as well as her devotion to her husband and children. From pony rides to

speaking engagements, charitable work, and life both at home and abroad, you will find a most

beautiful portrayal in this book.Highly recommended as a treasure for your library.
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